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Presentation Notes
Presenter Tips:Before your meeting, practice your Presentation with your upline for feedback and to become more comfortable and confident with your story and the products. Arrive early to set up, bringing your computer/laptop, tablet, or phone to be able to take online orders. Gather your products to display for the Presentation or for sampling.
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Presentation Notes
Talking Points:We are a health and wellness company with over four decades of history. We follow a stringent Ingredient Policy resulting in clean nutrition, skincare, body care, hair care, and makeup products. Our product philosophy embraces the connection between a healthier mind, stronger body, and more beautiful skin. We have a committed Home Office team who handles marketing, customer service, deliveries, and your own personal website.
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Presentation Notes
Talking Points:Arbonne was founded in 1980 by Petter Mørck, who set out to develop, produce and market skincare and related products unparalleled in quality, purity, safety, and beneficial results. Petter’s purpose was to create and organize meaningful and challenging opportunities for people seeking personal, professional, social, and cultural opportunities and rewards superior to anything available in the industry. We know today the world is aligned with our belief, and we operate in six countries across the globe: the U.S., Canada, U.K., Poland, Australia, and New Zealand.
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Presentation Notes
Talking Points:We believe in a holistic approach to beauty, health and wellbeing, focusing on the whole person from the inside-out.  We innovate using plant-based ingredients grounded in science and clinical research with high standards for safety.  We have high ethical standards. In Europe, over 1,400 ingredients are banned. Arbonne abides by a stringent Ingredient Policy that has over 2,000 ingredients on our NOT ALLOWED List™. Most products have third party certifications. We subject all of our products to scientific testing to continually raise our standards.
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Presentation Notes
Talking Points:Our goal is to advance our leadership in the social responsibility landscape and use the power of our business as a force for good. We are a Certified B CorporationTM. As a B Corp, we’re held to higher standards across multiple measures of accountability, including environmental impact, customer welfare, and social impact.We have partnered with TERRACYCLE® to recycle hard-to-recycle pieces — starting in the U.S., with the goal to expand the program to other countries — called the ArbonneCycleTM program. We have a goal to reduce our carbon footprint by 30% by 2030, and we are already 22% there. Presenter Tip: Share why this is personally important to you. 
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Presentation Notes
Talking Points: It’s all starts with our mindset. Self-care is so important, and yet it’s something many people don’t understand or make time for. When the chaos of life surrounds you, focusing on maintaining a positive mindset allows you to slow yourself down. Self-care also should include a routine to maintain a strong body and beautiful skin. Research shows how our mind, body and skin are all connected and how each component reacts to stress. Healthy living can support a feeling of overall calm and help you to neutralize any negative thoughts that could come up. Mindfulness starts with a focus on you.Stress is something that the majority of people deal with every day, and it can take a toll on our overall sense of wellbeing, including the appearance of our skin. Emotions like stress can also trigger what looks and feels like sensitized reactions on the skin. The reality is that 84% of the population reports that they experience regular stress. It’s also safe to say that most of us have dealt with sensitive skin at some point in our lives. Stress and skin sensitivities affect millions of people in different ways and in varying degrees, from blotchiness to uneven skin tone and irritation.
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Presentation Notes
Arbonne has products to support a holistic approach to wellbeing – with products to support mind body and skin. This is so important because it’s all connected!! This Mind, Body, Skin philosophy includes adopting a nutritious diet, managing stress, connecting with nature, and welcoming life with a positive mindset— because when you live well, you age well. That’s the Arbonne Difference as a brand; we offer the products, the tools and the support for a holistic approach to well-being. To better understand why this is so fundamentally important for everyone, let’s talk more about aging. First, aging well isn’t about only caring for the appearance of our skin. It’s so much more – it’s embracing what is naturally and beautifully yours, thoughtfully fueling your body, staying engaged with personal growth, and empowering yourself by doing what you love. Aging well is about mindfully using your daily habits or yearly goals to move towards your best self – mind, body and skin. The skin is the body’s largest organ; it needs to be nourished from the inside  with nutrients as well as cared for from the outside with moisturization. From the inside it’s important to maintain hydration levels,  support collagen formation  and eat a well-balanced nutrient dense diet.
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Presentation Notes
The AgeWell  skincare regimen has been created for anyone and everyone looking for products that offer the key to unlock the true secret to aging well; they’re science-backed skincare product solutions that can help you look and feel your best when they are also coupled with a holistic approach for living well. As always, the Arbonne Difference is in our ingredients. Bakuchiol, a plant-based retinol alternative, helps to reduce the look of facial wrinkles without the irritation commonly associated with retinol. Sustainable plant stem cell extract helps to improve the appearance of skin radiance, elasticity, firmness and texture aby conditioning the skin and Stabilized vitamin C supports collagen through moisturization. This plant-powered trio is at the foundation of the results-driven regimen of AgeWell products. 
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Presentation Notes
The regimen starts with the Silky Cleanser. This luxurious cream-to-foam cleanser contains Provitamin B5 that helps the formula attract moisture on your skin, along with vegan surfactants that gently whisk away any makeup and everyday impurities. Next up is the Refreshing Toning Mist. This non-drying, alcohol-free, gentle mist toner refreshes skin and prepares it for the next step in the skincare regimen. It supports skin tone by delivering nourishing hydration thanks to vitamin B3, also known as niacinamide, that helps support the skin’s moisture barrier with hydration to enhance the appearance of brightness and even tone. You can use this in your regimen morning and night after cleansing as well as throughout the day to give yourself a little spritz of hydration. The Collagen Nurturing Serum is the hero of the collection, containing efficacious levels of ingredients including 2% bakuchiol  while supporting collagen through moisturization and helping to give skin a “lit from within” glow. In addition, antioxidants, essential botanicals and vitamins work synergistically in the serum which reduces the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles, helping skin appear even-toned, smooth and firm. It also contains Sea Buckthorn Ceramide, our proprietary moisture barrier protecting complex, which consists of Sea Buckthorn Oil and Olive Fruit Oil, which are rich in omega fatty acids to further help nourish the skin with essential hydration. This is the morning and night; you’ll never want to do without it, product in the collection.Next is the Enriching Eye Cream. The delicate skin around the eyes is especially susceptible to showing the signs of aging, so it’s important to give this area of the face some extra attention and care. It’s formulated with  bakuchiol to help reduce the look of fine lines and facial wrinkles, stabilized vitamin C to support collagen through moisturization and sustainable plant stem cell extract for improved appearance of skin radiance  In addition, it also contains caffeine which helps reduce the appearance of puffiness and dark circles, helping to restore the appearance of youthful radiance through hydration. Just gently pat this rich cream around your eyes morning and night which you allow your Serum time to dry off on the skin.To finish off the regimen we come to your options for day and night creams. MOISTURE RESTORING CREAM WITH 0.5% BAKUCHIOL is a day-time option without a SPF to layer under other sun protection. It contains the trio of bakuchiol, stabilized vitamin C and sustainable plant stem cell extract along with along with a specialized botanical complex of Shea Butter, Avocado Oil, Coconut Oil, and Squalane , which helps replenish the skin’s moisture barrier and reduce the appearance of fine lines.If you prefer an SPF option, you can choose Moisture Restoring Cream with Broad Spectrum SPF 15. This special formula performs double duty as mineral sunscreen thanks to zinc oxide which provides broad spectrum SPF protection along with Hyaluronic Acid which delivers hydration to the skin.For nighttime, to help maximize the skin’s natural reparative cycle so that you can wake up to a healthy-looking glow, there’s the Intense Repairing Night Cream, containing 2% bakuchiol. This ultra-hydrating cream works overnight to deliver soft, supple skin by replenishing moisture and providing essential nourishment while you sleep, helping to reduce the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles through moisturization. Last but never least, and not to ever be forgotten, day and night, is the Firming Neck Cream. In addition to the power trio of bakuchiol, stabilized vitamin C and sustainable plant stem cell extract, it also gives your skin Peptides and Sustainable Edelweiss Flower Stem Cell Extract to help improve the appearance of skin tone and firmness for a smoother, more defined look around the neck, jawline and chest area. I’ve been using this on my neck and chest, and I am super happy to say I’m no longer waking up to see those wrinkles that appear when you’re a side – sleeper!
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Presentation Notes
The AgeWell  skincare regimen has been created for anyone and everyone looking for products that offer the key to unlock the true secret to aging well; they’re science-backed skincare product solutions that can help you look and feel your best when they are also coupled with a holistic approach for living well. 
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Gastrointestinal health is another critical area that impacts how we look and how we feel. Research is showing links between the gut, the brain and even the skin. When something is out of balance, it could affect other areas of our body. 
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Our gut and skin naturally have their own eco-system with both beneficial and harmful bacteria. When we are healthy and our body is functioning normally, the beneficial bacteria can do its job and keep the unfavorable bacteria under control, by limiting its resources that it needs for growth. When our microbiome, both on the inside and on the outside, has more of the harmful bacteria, that’s when we don’t look or feel our best. On the surface, this out-of-balance situation could cause our skin to break out and become more reactive and, on the inside, it can cause our digestive system to get disrupted. There are things that we can do though to help support our body, beginning with boosting our beneficial bacteria. We can do that with probiotics that deliver the beneficial bacteria to help support your digestive tract. You also need to support the probiotics with prebiotics which help fuel them, so they can function at their best to help keep everything in balance. This can also help the body process foods effectively, which in turn helps your digestive system function normally. When your system is working at its best, it can take the nutrients from the foods you eat and use them to support all your normal organ functions, which includes support for the skin. It all ties together and Digestion Plus gives you everything that you need in one convenient, easy to use stick pack.
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Presentation Notes
Talking Points:30 Days to Healthy Living is designed to act as a reset and help each person identify how they can choose to use food as fuel for their bodies to optimize how they look and feel, inside and out. We educate and teach people how to successfully create habits that can become a healthy lifestyle. This program will help you to identify any foods that you are eating that might not be serving your body well. Right now, you may not be feeling your best and experiencing some digestive discomfort and low energy.As you go through this program, you can pay attention to how your body is feeling and how your overall sense of wellbeing is changing. These will be the signs that your body is starting to return to more normal functioning, and those are the changes you want to be able to note and celebrate!The program is designed to help us feel more confident in ourselves. When we are rested and working to reduce feelings of stress, then we are better able to care for ourselves. A positive mindset can also impact our confidence because when you feel good physically and mentally, you look good too!When you get started on our program, we will add you to a private Facebook group where we will give you grocery shopping lists, meal plans for 4 weeks, encouragement, accountability, and education. 
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Presentation Notes
Talking Points:Step 1: Avoid the following as these are foods that in many cases are not beneficial to overall wellbeing: Artificial sweeteners (e.g., sucralose and aspartame) Alcohol Coffee Dairy Wheat- and gluten-containing foods Soy Step 2: You can enjoy up to 1 shake a day and two healthy balanced meals a day. We will talk more about what your meals look like in a minute. You can eat healthy snacks as needed. Step 3: Get moving! If you don’t already have a fitness routine, get moving by increasing activity like adding a walk or joining a new fitness group. Consult your doctor if you have unique activity needs.Step 4: Be mindful and manage stress by connecting with nature or meditating. Step 5: Reset well by getting enough good quality sleep, ideally for at least 8 hours.Step 6: Track your goals and progress with the tools provided by Arbonne. Step 7: Get ready for beyond the 30 days!
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Talking Points:As I had mentioned earlier, these products are sold individually but Arbonne offers Special Value Packs for Preferred Clients and Independent Consultants to receive a discount on a set of these products. The 30 Days to Healthy Living is supported with these Arbonne nutrition products and Preferred Clients can get this set for a total of $314.70 today. I’d be happy to share more about our Preferred Client program with you afterwards, where you can enjoy 40% off of ASVPs, as well as free shipping and free gift rewards. 
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Talking Points:These two sets, Nutrition ASVP and the AgeWell Set, are available at those amazing prices if you join today as a Preferred Client! Not to mention the amazing discounts every time you shop and opportunities for free shipping or complimentary products. It costs $35 to join, so let me know if you are interested. 
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Talking Points:For a $59 sign-up fee, you can join my team in starting your own business! I’d love to share more with you about the business opportunity if you are interested and provide our Independent Consultant Earnings Statement (ICES) for typical earnings on earnings.arbonne.com.
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Presentation Notes
Presenter Tips:Thank your Host (if applicable) for gathering friends together to learn about Arbonne’s 30 Days to Healthy Living and thank the guests for coming. Take orders, start relationships, and gather contact information from guests who are interested in learning more about Arbonne products or the business opportunity to become an Independent Consultant.
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